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Tony Soprano, meet Stephanie Plum.Over 50,000 Lacey Luzzi books are now in the hands of
mystery readers!#1 Bestselling mystery series in Humor & Cozy Mystery categoriesTo try a Lacey
Luzzi book for free, please sign up for my newsletter at
www.ginalamanna.com-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lacey Luzzi is all
sorts of starred, striped, and spangled as she returns in Sauced, reunited with Meg, Clay, and
Anthony just in time for the Fourth of July! Unfortunately, the rapidly approaching holiday means
Lacey can no longer ignore the Luzzi Family Festivities â€“ a picnic held every year on
Independence Day. Filled to bursting with limoncello, ice cream cake, and illegal Mexican fireworks
â€“ the event promises to be an utter nightmare.Even worse? Laceyâ€™s inevitable birthday. Just
when things are looking as if they canâ€™t possibly go any more downhill, Carlos delivers a birthday
present Lacey is not expecting: a bomb.Rumor has it that someone around town has been importing
materials to build a massive incendiary device, promising the Twin Cities one heck of a fireworks
show â€“ and not in a good way. Carlos instructs Lacey to work side by side with Anthony â€“ a man
who suddenly seems filled with secrets â€“ to save the day. As the humidity rises outside, the heat is
on Lacey to locate the bomb and disassemble it before her hometown receives a fireworks display it
wonâ€™t forget. If she canâ€™t find the explosives, thereâ€™s a good chance Lacey might not
make it to thirty.** ** Lacey Luzzi: Sauced, is a full-length, laugh-out-loud, humorous cozy mystery
with a strong female protagonist in the spirit of Janet Evanovichâ€™s Stephanie Plum, albeit one
working for the wrong side of the lawâ€¦Note: Rated a strong PG-13 for sarcasm and mild language.
No graphic gore or sex.
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I started reading the Lacey Luzzi series because reviewers had said it was similar to the Stephanie
Plum series. It is similar but better in so many ways! It is less violent, has less offensive language
and the characters are well developed. I especially like how Lacey and Anthony's relationship has
simmered like Anastasia's special sauce and continues to build into something special. Mystery,
humor, and romance...there is something for everyone in a Lacey Luzzi Mafia Mystery!

Once again another fun book in the Lacey Luzzi series. It touched on so many different emotions, it
was funny, laughing out loud escapes, it had emotional moments (why Lacey has difficulties with
her bday) and it had a little bit of the surprise element! It truly was a enjoyable and relaxing book.
Can't wait for the next one! :)

In this hilarious entry in this amazing series we get more of what we have come to expect with that
series -- madcap adventures with Meg and lots of comedic mishaps along the way! But in true
Lacey fashion she gets the job done. I have loved this series for quite some time now and in this
one there were so many adorable moments along with some of the tension filled moments between
Lacey and Anthony haha I love those two together and the little moment they had when he showed
up at SHOTZ to pick Lacey up after her and Meg survive a trip to Stillwater has got to be one of my
favorites of the series. While on the search for the holy grail of BBQ sauce, Lacey stumbles upon
another mystery! Its not like she has enough going on with trying to solve the bomb plot and trying
to keep everybody from finding out she is about to turn 30 (haha I relate on that one, I had some of
the holy guacamole! i'm getting old freakouts last year) but now there's more. And its gonna take
help from all of our favorite characters to solve this one. During the course of this story we get these
moments that just hit you right in the feels. Gina's writing style draws you so deep into the story that

you experience what the characters are feeling, like when Lacey and Anthony have their little tiff -- I
found myself feeling frustrated and disappointed and I just had to set my eReader down and
examine what is going on in my life and i'm just like "my life is great right now why am I feeling like
this?" Haha I got too wrapped up in the story! You know if a story is that good its one you have to
recommend to all your friends, even people on the street, shout it from the rooftops if you gotta! Just
get the word out that Gina LaManna's stories are a force to be reckoned with! An incredible thrill ride
any time.

I really enjoyed Scooped. Sparkly, and Salted. They were all an easy read and a bit humorous. But
this book and book 4 started getting a bit boring for me. There is too much swooning over Anthony,
that is the same in every book, It is like the author needs to make book longer so she just lifts the
same thoughts about Anthony from book 1,2 and 3 and sticks them in unchanged in the last two
books to lengthen it. Even though I enjoyed the first part of the series I won't be reading any more of
them, Just too much of the same thing and this series is not good enough to pull that off. Luzzi is no
Evanovitch!

Another great, laugh out loud Lacey adventure! Lacey and Meg seem to always find trouble, even
when they aren't looking for it. In this adventure, don't be surprised to get a bit angry at a few people
you normally love.Gina tells these stories as if they were recaps of her life. They feel so real and the
characters are so personable. An absolute must read and if you haven't read the others, what are
you waiting for?

I am so hooked on the Lacey Luzzi series!! I finished Sauced during a recent trip and it is just as
good, if not better, than the earlier ones. Gina LaManna is a wonderful author and I look forward to
many years of enjoyment from her books!!! (Stephanie Plum, you have some serious competition
from Lacey!!)

I have read the series from the beginning and loved every book. Right now I'm on Smored and love
that too. Gina LaManna is a good author in my opinion.These books are a light read but well worth
your time.

This book was definitely a captivating read!! Lacey & her BFF Meg are wickedly entertaining. And
Lacey & Anthony, well let's just say there are certainly fireworks happening between those two. I

love this series which just keeps getting better & better. It's an absolute must read!!
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